THE FULLY AUTOMATIC FOR FILTER COFFEE.
FLEXIBLE FOR CUPS, JUGS AND TO GO MUGS.

KA 4850 Fully automatic filter coffee machine FILKA
– Fully automatic "Cup Control": measuring out water to the exact cup is a thing of the past!

The FILKA always uses only the exact amount of water necessary for the amount of coffee you
require.
– Flexibility and individual enjoyment of coffee in a new dimension..

The FILKA can do "everything" thanks to innovative 5-in-1 compatibility and individually adjustable
cup space: glass jug (included), thermal jug, small cup, large mug or thermal mug “To go”.
Fully automatically adjustable amount of coffee (100 - 350 ml) when making a cup.
– Premium quality coffee enjoyment - including sustainable gold tone filter.

The optimum brewing temperature (up to 96°C) and pre-brewing function ensure freshly ground, hot,
strong coffee. Includes washable gold tone filter as an alternative to the conventional paper filter.
– A new level of user convenience: intuitive, simple and hygienic.

The removable water tank makes it easy to fill and the removable coffee bean container makes it
easy to clean the grinder.
The powder output can be opened automatically for easy cleaning. Water filter included!
– High-quality, space-saving, ultra-slim design.

Only 17 cm wide, FILKA can fit anywhere.
– Pleasantly quiet grinding process thanks to our quietest grinder to date.

Product details

Freshly ground coffee enjoyment meets maximum flexibility:
The integrated cup storage surface allows freshly ground coffee enjoyment without detours, directly into the cup:
Whether small cup, large coffee mug or practical thermo cup for on the go:
The FILKA has a solution for every everyday situation at the push of a button and thanks to the adjustable amount of coffee
there are no limits to individual coffee enjoyment.

FILKA can do everything!
Pleasantly quiet grinding process
The FILKA can do "everything" thanks to innovative 5-in-1 compatibility and
thanks to our quietest grinder to date.
individually adjustable cup space: glass jug (included), thermal jug, small cup, large
mug or thermal mug “To go.
Fully automatically adjustable amount of coffee (100 - 350 ml) when making a cup.

No more measuring water – thanks to fully automatic Cup Control:
FILKA always draws exactly as much water as needed for the desired amount of
coffee. A laborious and cup-accurate measurement of water is a thing of the past.

Premium coffee enjoyment:
Full-bodied, strong, hot:
The perfect brewing temperature
of up to 96°C and an integrated prebrewing function make it possible.

Ease of use on a new level: Intuitive and simple:
FILKA puts first-class coffee enjoyment in the foreground, which is why
operation and cleaning intuitive and simple:
The removable water tank allows convenient filling and by the removable
bean tank the grinder can be easily cleaned if necessary.

Awarded with the German Design
Award and reddot Award.
The unique stainless steel design
is an eye-catcher in every kitchen:
With a width of only 17 cm, the FILKA
finds a place everywhere!

Extensive scope of delivery:
FILKA fully automatic filter coffee machine with integrated cup tray
Glass jug (Capacity: 10 cups)
Water filter holder with water filter cartridge
Reusable gold tone filter

Suitable accessories

ZB 5562
Water filter holder with water filter
cartridge

ZB 5557
Water filter cartridges (set of 6)

ZB 5555
Thermos flask „To-Go“
(approx. 350 ml)

For pure water with optimal water
hardness and pH value.

For pure water with optimal water
hardness and pH value.

High grade, double-walled compact
stainless-steel thermos jug.

Guarantees the best water quality and
maximises your enjoyment of coffee.

Guarantees the best water quality and
maximises your enjoyment of coffee.

Detachable lid with leak-proof cap.

Reduces limescale and extends the
service life of your machine.

Reduces limescale and extends the
service life of your machine.

Insulates hot or cold beverages
effectively for up to 5 hours.
Stainless-steel housing is dishwashersafe for easy cleaning.
100% BPA-free for natural and perfectly
healthy food enjoyment.

ZB 5561
Gold tone filter

Reusable and environmentally friendly
coffee filter with stainless steel mesh.
The sustainable alternative to using
traditional paper filters.
Completely neutral in terms of flavour –
for your pure, perfect coffee enjoyment.
Easy to clean in the dishwasher.

GK 5553
Glass jug (10 cups)

TK 5554
Stainless steel thermo jug
(8 cups)
Keeping warm time:
Up to 5 hours.

Important data in overview
Wattage

1.520 W

Capacity water tank

2l

Capacity bean tank

235 g

Colour / Material

Matt black / brushed stainless steel

Specifics

- stainless steel conical grinder
- grind-mechanism deactivation function for preparing filter coffee from preground coffee
- be-silent-function: beeps can be turned off
- adjustable warming function for up to 60 minutes
- automatic switch-off
- LED touch display with timer function
- integrated descaling program

Spare parts

Art.-No. ZB 5555
Thermo jug „to go“, approx. 350 ml, EAN 4008146039799
Art.-No. ZB 5557
Water filter cartridges (6 pcs.), EAN 4008146039812
Art.-No. ZB 5562
Water filter holder with water filter cartridge, EAN 4008146040290
Art.-No. GK 5553
glass jug, 10 cups, EAN 4008146039751
Art.-No. TK 5554
Stainless steel thermo jug, approx. 8 cups, EAN 4008146039775
Art.-No. ZB 5561
Reusable gold tone filter, EAN 4008146040276

Cable length, storage

80 cm

Measurement incl. packaging

53 x 22.5 x 44.5 cm

Gross weight incl. packaging

7.8 kg

Measurement of the product

46 x 38.2 x 17 cm

Net weight of the product

5.6 kg
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GTIN-Code

4008146039713

